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I	is the price at which each kind was ordinarily sold in the
§	fifteenth century.'1
|	These regulations throw a certain amount of light
upon the processes employed in tile-making, and further
details are obtainable from the series of accounts relating
to the great tileworks in the Kentish manor of Wye,2
extending from 1330 to 1380. In 1355 the output of
ten kilns (furni) was 98,500 plain, or flat tiles, 500
' festeux' 3 (either ridge or gutter tiles), and 1,000
' corners '. The digging of the clay and burning of the
kilns was contracted for at u<r. the kiln, a thousand
faggots were bought for fuel 4 at a cost of 455., and
another 105. was spent on carriage of the clay and
faggots. The total expenses were therefore £8 5^., and
as plain tiles sold here for 2s. 6d. the thousand, festeux
at three farthings each, and corners at is. 8d. the
hundred, the value of the output was about £14. i$s.
In 1370, when thirteen kilns belonging to two tileries
turned out 168,000 plain tiles, 650 festeux, and 900
corners, we have a more elaborate account. Wood was
cut at the rate of i*>d. for each kiln; clay for the six
kilns of one tilery was ' cast' at i^d. the kiln, and
* tempered ' at the rate of is. 6d., but for the seven kilns
of the other tilery payment was made in grain. The
clay was carried to the six kilns for 45., and prepared 5
1 Thorold Rogers, Hist, of Agriculture and Prices, i. 490.
a Mins. Accts., 899, 900.
a Possibly from the French, f£tu*=& straw, from their being
moulded as hollow cylinders.
4 Turf was evidently used by the Cambridgeshire tilers for fuel
Sacrist Rolls of Ely, ii. 67, 93, 137.
8 ' Pro luto tredando ad dictos vj furnos pro tegulis inde facien-
dis.' Tlxe meaning of tredando is uncertain, but as the process is
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